
Not Possible, Even With Computers: A Second Sopranos Packet 
Much like 12 episodes of The Sopranos, this packet was written by Matt Weiner 
37 tossups with powers 
 
1. Immediately after Tony is informed of this action, a semi-conscious man mumbles "the fish is in my 
pocket." The results of this action are discovered as a man yells "Yo, Einstein, you should have seen 
me at the hospital." Authorization for this action is given by the sly phrase "I don't know" after 
contrasting the target of this action with a man who put up storm windows. Along with a related 
action that causes another character to wear a (*) neck brace in the following episode, this action is the 
second event intercut with a performance of the Welsh song "Ar Hyd y Nos." The target of this action is 
smoking a pack of Marlboro Lights with a red lighter and hears the pun "hijack, bye jack" before 
receiving a "Moe Green special" in his bathtub. For 10 points, identify this murder committed by Mikey 
Palmice with Junior present, which targeted a friend of Chris. 
ANSWER: killing Brendan Filone 
 
2. Patsy is initially confused by thinking Mr. Caputo is referring to these people taking over the poultry 
store. After being corrected for referring to these kinds of "pricks" holding Meadow "hostage" at 
Columbia, Tony says that Italians are these people "with better food." In the much-beloved Columbus 
Day episode "Christopher," one-off character Ruben the Cuban is accused of bias against these 
people. Dr. Reis idiotically reflects on some (*) "tough" examples of these people at the Melfi family's 
therapy session. In real life, the actors who played Bobby Baccala, Richie Aprile, and Meadow Soprano 
all belong to this group. The executive game is moved to a motel owned by some of these people 
following a deal between Tony and Shlomo Teittleman. Hesh Rabkin frequently uses characteristic slang 
of, for 10 points, what "desert people" who formerly allied with Italians in the mid-20th century Mafia? 
ANSWER: Jews 
 
3. After being asked to move some equipment intended for this facility, Tony uses a mock Chinese 
accent to say "bad for grass." While this facility is being installed, Tony misunderstands a comment by 
Carmela and asks "what time do you want me to wake you up?" Most of this facility is removed to 
make room for a temporary living space where Tony proclaims "you knew the deal" and Carmela 
admits to her attraction to Furio. Carmela reads from a (*) Leonard Maltin book during a later use of 
this facility, from which Adriana flees and falls down. Tony removes the speakers from this facility in 
order to intimidate Alan Sapinsly. For 10 points, name this entertainment facility installed in the 
Sopranos' pool house during season 4, where the mob wives watch Citizen Kane. 
ANSWER: the home theater room [prompt on pool house] 
 
4. The actor who plays the bakery employee shot by Chris in Season 1 appears on this other TV show 
as a man who takes on the phony identity of "Warren Knox" and sets up his superior to be killed by a 
shotgun booby trap. A longtime puppet mayor on this show is played by the same actor who 
portrayed Coach Hauser. Dominic Chianese appears on this show as an extremely (*) old-timey dude 
who wears mutton chops and speaks in Latin for emphasis. The star of this show directed such Sopranos 
episodes as "In Camelot" and "Pine Barrens." 27 cast members are in common between The Sopranos 
and this show, which was created by Sopranos producers Terence Winter and Tim Van Patten. For 10 
points, name this show starring Steve Buscemi as Atlantic City crime boss Nucky Thompson. 
ANSWER: Boardwalk Empire 
 



5. A song titled for a member of this family plays over the credits of "The Legend of Tennessee 
Moltisanti." A performance of a song by a member of this family is, mysteriously, identified as 
"Paulie's song" during Paulie's return from jail in Ohio. Another song performed by a member of this 
family plays over the montage that begins (*) "Guy Walks Into a Psychiatrist's Office." A member of this 
family dubs Paulie "an incredibly nasty fuck" and asks to be cashed out of the executive game after 
Richie attacks Davey. Another member of this family performs the song "Big Bossman" for Phil in 
"Chasing It." For 10 points, name this family whose patriarch's performance of "It Was A Very Good 
Year" starts season 2, and whose members Nancy and Frank Jr appeared on the show. 
ANSWER: Sinatra family 
 
6. Janice responds to hearing this phrase by stating "you know I don't have that kind of money." The 
first time this phrase is spoken, it's followed by a promise that the subject of this phrase is where one 
can "interact," "go places," and "do things." Prior to the sitdown between Paulie and Ralph, this 
phrase is said in response to an inquiry about the (*) "silver bird package." Dr. Melfi alludes to this four-
word phrase in "Members Only" while discussing Livia's attitude, to which Tony responds "it's a nursing 
home!" For 10 points, give this phrase which Tony insists on using in earlier seasons to correct 
descriptions of Green Grove. 
ANSWER: "it's a retirement community" 
 
7. This actor is seen in the next row across the aisle on the plane behind the two Italian hitmen who 
are admiring Mont Blanc pens after killing Rusty Milio. This performer provides the "voice of God" on 
the telephone that Tony answers during "The Test Dream." This actor plays a character who glares at 
(*) Paulie and then returns to his cigarette after being addressed as "commendatori" in Naples. For 10 
points, name this performer on three Sopranos episodes who also directed the first and last episodes of 
the series and created the show. 
ANSWER: David Chase 
 
8. A fan theory identifies a man in a blue pullover who is briefly seen at this location, being told about 
"all kinds" of merchandise, as visually identical to Members Only guy from the finale. In "House 
Arrest," Bobby mentions running into Junior's ex-girlfriend Roberta SanFilippo, who had a "very cold" 
disposition while making a purchase at this location. Tony needles an employee at this business about 
a (*) bird bath being "up to code" while learning that some piping is out of stock. A man laments no 
longer being eligible for overtime while working a second job at this location as the result of being 
transferred to the property room. In The Many Saints of Newark, Johnny Boy Soprano will be played by 
Jon Bernthal, the cousin of a deceased musician who wrote most of the songs for a band named after 
this place. Officer Wilmore is encountered by Tony at, for 10 points, what now-defunct New Jersey 
garden statue store which also names a power pop band formed by Montclair native Adam Schlesinger 
that recorded "Stacy's Mom?" 
ANSWER: Fountains of Wayne 
 
9. This man is the only character who appears without a spoken line during a meeting about no-show 
jobs in Costco. Along with Fat Dom and Phil Leotardo, this man was present at the murder of Vito. 
This man's celebratory dinner after he is made is where Phil issues a toast to "men" that ends with a 
rant against Vito. Goons working for this man used a car fire to intimidate (*) Hesh and caused Eli to 
be struck by a car. This man is derided as "Walt Whitman over here" after a clumsy metaphor involving 
Phil's heart and balls, shortly before he is killed by agents of Doc Santoro in a shooting that splatters 
blood on Silvio. For 10 points, name this Lupertazzi mobster known as "the hairdo." 
ANSWER: Gerry Torciano 



 
10. After Janice reminds Junior that she is Livia's daughter in "Made in America," Junior responds by 
doing this action. An unscripted example of this action in season 2 features a non-actor who 
happened to be caught in a shot interacting with Paulie in character and complaining about a severed 
ski cable. Junior complains about having to watch a movie in which all the characters (*) perform this 
action and "you can tell it was a dummy" in the opening scene. After Paulie challenges Pussy's ability to 
perform this action, Pussy waves an arrow around and says "sit on this." Corky Caporale is used as a 
middleman on two hits because he has this ability due to immigrating at age 2. For 10 points, identify 
this linguistic ability which only Furio has fluently out of the Soprano family members. 
ANSWER: speaking Italian [accept speaking Neapolitan or speaking Naboli-Daboli] 
 
11. A member of this family is derided as "always so straight edge" after Hunter reports that he is 
"doing all this acid" at Montclair State. A woman who married into this family remarks that Carmela's 
ring "probably came off of a dead woman's finger." A man whose sister married into this family 
decides to work on a job in Wyckoff and sends his assistant Ramon to complete some (*) wallpapering 
work. Vic Musto is in-laws with this family, which includes a teenager who is falsely accused of driving 
his SUV off-road and a man who is told to get "back in his hole" and informed that Tony is no longer "the 
kid on the school bus." Ramsay Sport & Outdoor is owned by this family until a member played by 
Robert Patrick is "busted out." For 10 points, identify this family of the Robert Patrick-played gambling 
addict Davey. 
ANSWER: Scatino family 
 
12. The actor who played Dr. Kennedy previously co-starred as ladies' man Roy Hess in a TV show 
titled for these things. Meadow reads a passage from a book about these things that mentions a 
discovery in Montana, and Tony later recalls a metaphor about human existence being a postage 
stamp from that book about these things. After explaining that we should "get rid" of all bears 
because "they had their turn," Paulie asserts that all of these creatures were (*) "meat-eaters." Pastor 
Bob disputes assertions in a book about these things that Tony reads at the hospital and claims they 
lived at the same time as humans, causing Tony to ask "what, like the Flintstones?" For 10 points, name 
these animals whose death due to a meteor is misinterpreted by Paulie. 
ANSWER: dinosaurs 
 
13. Speaking of dinosaurs, James Gandolfini's death caused the cancellation of a movie about the 
Bone Wars in which Gandolfini was to play Othniel Charles Marsh and this man planned to star as 
Edward Drinker Cope. Gandolfini also had a handshake agreement to succeed this man as the star of 
his longest-lasting TV show before backing out during contract negotiations. In that role, this man 
plays a character whose Sopranos-dominated opinion of Italian-Americans causes him to incorrectly 
believe that insurance salesman (*) Angelo Grotti is in the Mafia and to attempt to order "gabagool" at 
an Italian restaurant. This actor co-stared with James Gandolfini and Steve Buscemi as the title character 
of The Incredible Burt Wunderstone. For 10 points, name this actor who played Michael Scott on The 
Office. 
ANSWER: Steve Carrell 
 
 



14. After first hearing about this object, Tony sings a line from a Procul Harum song and jokes about a 
man "working summer vacation." A man proclaims himself "fucking Rockford over here" after 
learning this object was spotted on Watchung Avenue in the company of a man wearing a uniform 
from "Buttfuck's." Tony says he will "see what I can do" about this object after learning about a D+ 
grade. Paulie rants about how Italians invented coffee and "the gift of our cuisine" while on a mission 
to (*) track down this object. Arnaz and his boyfriend are forced to locate a replacement for this object 
by Pussy, who returns it with some blood on it to Mr. Miller's parking space outside Verbum Dei. For 10 
points, name this item which is stolen offscreen in "46 Long" and returned in the hope of helping AJ's 
evaluation in science class. 
ANSWER: AJ's teacher's car or Saturn [or Mr. Miller's car or Saturn until "Mr. Miller" is read] 
 
15. In an insane column for espn.com's defunct Page 2 section, Sal Paolantonio rants about being 
unwillingly edited into a Sopranos episode that showed a clip of him discussing this team and accuses 
the show of racism against Italians. Vito actor Joe Gannascoli has for some reason repeatedly 
appeared on radio shows and podcasts to discuss this non-California team's draft strategy and 
preview its games. In "Moe n Joe," Bobby is outraged at Bobby Jr's decision to "go to Eric's to watch 
the Chargers" and asserts that the Baccalieris are a (*) household of this team. Mustang Sally once 
threw a hot dog vendor over a mezzanine at a stadium named for this team, whose consensus all-time 
greatest player receives a bow from Tony and is called "Sir" at the season 5 executive game. For 10 
points, name this team that employed Sopranos guest star Lawrence Taylor. 
ANSWER: New York Giants 
 
16. During this event, a man sarcastically asks "so, you guys like your job?" to a line of men in red 
vests. This event is shown immediately after Carmela gives AJ permission to attend the Mudvayne 
concert in Manhattan. One of the attendees at this event is the "head of commercial paper at 
Goldman Sachs" and has a brother played by Leon (*) Wieseltier who laments waiting "a motherfucking 
year" at this event. This event's nominal subjects are Jeremy Silverman, a puppeteer for the Children's 
Television Workshop, and Jillian, who has a law degree from Harvard. The Starlight Orchestras 
performance of "Siman Tov u'Mazal tov" is interrupted at this event to announce that a crime has 
occurred. For 10 points, identify this event whose attendees have their cars stolen by Feech La Manna. 
ANSWER: Dr. Fried's daughter's wedding [accept the car theft by Feech, Jilian's wedding, etc. until 
those clues are read] 
 
17. While being offered a $400 bet at the executive game, Johnny Sac asserts that this person is 
"straightening out." In "Meadowlands," Junior describes how he is "waiting for discipline to be 
handed out" by quoting this person. Johnny Sac again invokes this person in "Whitecaps" to describe 
the feeling of "tomorrow I go into work." The usual word used by Sopranos associates to describe (*) 
loan sharking is derived from a character created by this man, whose phrases "patience on a 
monument" and "creeps in this petty pace" are quoted in the show. For 10 points, name this writer who 
depicted certain modes of conflict resolution in early modern Italy in The Merchant of Venice and Romeo 
and Juliet. 
ANSWER: William Shakespeare 
 



18. A character in this scene uses a racial slur during a hypothetical scenario about whether "most of 
it" would be acceptable. At the start of this scene, a man reading the New York Post says "sorry, we're 
not open." A man responds to small talk about Islanders tickets by asking "how bout this (*) humidity" 
and slapping a woman in this scene, which ends with the observation that a bullet "only made it to the 
Rs" and "next time, there'll be no next time." A gunman in this scene accuses Jason Evanina of "showing 
her how" to perform oral sex. For 10 points, identify this scene in which an enforcer uses tape and a 
phone book to intimidate a female Lupertazzi associate into kicking up to Johnny Sack.  
ANSWER: Phil confronting Lorraine at the bar or Lorraine's mock execution, etc. 
 
19. A man pretends to be asking for directions to this building and is told "move-ay el auto-moh-bee-
ey" by a character who instructs "Eastern Parkway, not the Belt Parkway" to get here. Rusty Milio is 
killed after using a map to give directions to this building, where Meadow says "you take Intro to 
Semiotics" after her grades are criticized. Carmela borrows a tampon at the start of a sequence in this 
building in which Meadow asserts that a man made money from a (*) "rich merchant's wife." Carmela 
begins weeping while viewing Jusepe de Ribera's Mystic Marriage of Saint Catherine in this building. For 
10 points, name this art museum located in the same borough where Phil Leotardo lives. 
ANSWER: Brooklyn Museum 
 
20. At an event of this kind, a man promises "we'll get him, Sarah" and then emerges to a round of 
applause. Ralph reiterates a promise to avoid any more events of this kind while confronting Joe 
Zachary over a recycling contract in Raritan. (*) Corky Ianucci is known for his facility with these things, 
and Lois points out a lightbulb socket that Tony seems suspicious of after one of these events takes 
place. While making Egg Beaters, one of these events begins on the sleeves of Valentina's kimono. For 
10 points, name this type of tragedy that destroys the original Vesuvio and kills Pie-Oh-My. 
ANSWER: fires 
 
21. Matthew Weiner says he was particularly proud of writing Carmine Jr's line addressed to this 
character, "enjoy your success." This character observes that "they do take good care of you" after 
noting that she is scheduled for "some bullshit" and excusing herself for a shiatsu massage. This 
character offers to "take it from here" after being told "your (*) limo is second in line" and soon 
becomes the object of an ambulance that is called to a Robinsons May location. This character screams 
"get the fuck away from me" before being punched in the face and lamenting "Jesus, my fucking arm!" 
This character first appears carrying a small dog and is addressed as "Betty" by a man who thinks 
Carmine's last name is "Tazzi," before Chris malaprops that this woman was great in "The Haves and 
Have-Nots." For 10 points, name this star of The Big Sleep and Key Largo who is violently robbed by Chris 
at the end of "Luxury Lounge." 
ANSWER: Lauren Bacall 
 
22. On the day of this action, a man is lambasted for not being dressed at 4pm while watching Aqua 
Teen Hunger Force and retrieves an object that is hidden in a drawer of sweatshirts. Another 
character speculates that his mail is being thrown away during dinner just before this action occurs. A 
later argument labels this action "a big fucking jerkoff" despite its planner's "heart being in the right 
place." The planner of this action is escorted in by an orderly named Warren and is seen being (*) 
thrown to the floor amid Yahtzee and Candyland sets after its intended target asserts "that's not my 
knife." Zellman engineers the erasure of a potential attempted murder case after, for 10 points, what 
event in "Cold Stones" in which a failson attempts to avenge his father's shooting? 
ANSWER: A.J. trying to kill Junior 
 



23. While ranting about her family in "Amour Fou," Gloria accuses Hannah and Seamus's father John 
of being addicted to this substance. In "Army of One," Tony reads a newspaper story about a "19 year 
old college kid from Michigan" who dies from using this substance. Saskia Kupferberg boasts of being 
involved in legal work that reunited several women addicted to this substance with their (*) babies. In 
"Watching Too Much Television," a homeless man observes that this substance is "some bad shit" 
following a violent raid on a house where users of this substance were squatting. Jackie Jr is falsely said 
to have been dealing, for 10 points, what drug often sold in rocks? 
ANSWER: crack [prompt on cocaine] 
 
24. This actor claimed to be so inexperienced during his appearance on The Sopranos that the camera 
captured him looking down for his mark. After meeting a character played this actor, two men are 
advised to go to Buckingham's for some nachos. This actor plays a man who says he doesn't know 
about the former location of the Haven Air motel when questioned in the town of Culpeper. After 
appearing in (*) "Remember When," this actor later wrote and starred in a very popular show about a 
guy who cheats on his wife and gets shot in New Jersey. A hotel bellhop encountered by Tony and Paulie 
in Virginia is played by, for 10 points, what creator of Hamilton? 
ANSWER: Lin-Manuel Miranda 
 
25. Near the beginning of "For All Debts Public and Private," a car that Chris thinks is tailing Tony's 
SUV turns out to be full of these people. These people were said to have gotten very excited over 
Tony Blundetto's 158 IQ score. Paulie claims that Tony is in "a lot better shape than those (*) fuckin" 
these people upon an inquiry from Father Phil. One of these people is brought scuba socks as a gift and 
confesses to being a "bad girl" who had a dalliance with "Russ." Paulie's Aunt Dottie joined this vocation 
after becoming pregnant as a teenager. For 10 points, name these women who often teach at Catholic 
schools. 
ANSWER: nuns 
 
26. A famous quote from this real-life person is alluded to by Rusty Milio when predicting what "the 
guys on the street in Brooklyn and Queens" will think about Carmine Jr's bid to head the family. While 
discussing rebuilding in New Orleans, Tony suggests that this man should be "president of the 
universe." The word "sincerely" is changed to "respectfully" while dictating a (*) letter to this man, 
who is addressed as "a powerful man all too familiar with accidental gunplay." Junior tries to re-send a 
plea to this man's "outfit" at Halliburton. For 10 points, name this vice-president during most of the run 
of The Sopranos. 
ANSWER: Dick Cheney 
 
27. After Tony throws up from peyote and stares at the bathroom light in "Kennedy and Heidi," the 
next shot is over ten seconds of the camera silently tracking the movement of one of these objects. In 
an episode of another TV show written by a longtime Sopranos writer and producer, a man has a 
vision of Anna carrying one of these objects and proposes an ad campaign for these items that calls 
one "the champ" and riffs on the Ali-Liston fight image. Chris throws one of these objects into a 
swamp near the end of "Long Term Parking," which also shows a (*) pink one of these objects on the 
front seat of Adriana's car during a fantasy sequence. Finn claims that there was no "abundant 
intentionality" in his "process" of using one of these objects during a circular argument in which 
Meadow repeatedly whines that this item was retrieved. For 10 points, the most acclaimed episode of 
Mad Men is titled for what object, which Finn and Adriana both should have used to carry their 
possessions away from New Jersey? 
ANSWER: suitcases 



 
28. The Carmela section of The Sopranos Family Cookbook contains a recipe for preparing this meat 
using capers and lemon wedges. Benny Fazio's mother-in-law expresses a desire to eat this meat at 
Vesuvio before being told that the dish is only available at "the other place." After Tony recounts the 
treatment that Justin Cifaretto will require, Valentina absent-mindedly expresses a plan to order a 
dish containing this meat. Agent (*) Harris discusses working terrorism and plans to order a sandwich 
with this meat on it early in "Members Only." An employee is told "hurry the fuck up about it" when 
ordered to bring a "nice" sandwich based on this meat to a man who appends "fuck you" to the name of 
the dish and then uses a coffee pot and a chair to shake down his former associate Beansie. For 10 
points, name this meat at the center of a parmesan sandwich declined by Richie Aprile. 
ANSWER: veal 
 
29. A man denounces the "fucking religious fanatics" who run this place for paying poorly. Characters 
at this location have ridiculous conversations such as "he stepped on a nail? Fuck, how far did it go 
in?" on their phones and argue about a mock knife fight. Tony labels this place the "first stop on the 
shitbird express" and claims that rhesus monkeys work as (*) managers here. Chris claims to get high 
from the "candy and carpet smell" at this place, which intended to throw out a fifty-pound Wallace & 
Gromit standee that AJ took to resell. AJ is fired from, for 10 points, what now-defunct chain of stores 
where Carmela went to rent Cinderella Man? 
ANSWER: Blockbuster Video 
 
30. This character is sarcastically described as "never does anything wrong" during a discussion over a 
request for an electric organ. This character claims to be going "someplace" while Tony helps get 
screens down to the basement and surreptitiously gives Tony the middle finger. As a result of trying to 
figure out where this character is being driven, Tony sees the police shoot Chicky Sasso in the 
kneecap. "Mystic Eyes" by Them plays while Tony observes this character being escorted into an (*) 
amusement park by Johnny Boy and Junior. This character, who is played by Madeline Blue in "Down 
Neck," is used as a cover along with other criminals' daughters for meetings in a recurring flashback 
storyline that takes place about eight years before she changed her name to "Parvati Wasatch." For 10 
points, name this sister of Tony. 
ANSWER: Janice Soprano 
 
31. A man who is both a priest and has this job notes that "each child is special" during a meeting in 
Principal Cincotta's office. After exchanging pleasantries about children in "The Blue Comet," Artie 
notes to Tony that a person with this profession is dining at Vesuvio and Tony gets up to say hello. A 
man with this job says "now look at the stress you live with" and "you'll never (*) shut me up" after 
dismissing Artie Bucco as "that pismire" and "the worst of the bunch." For 10 points, name this 
profession of a man named Molinaro who accuses Tony of being "unprepared" in "The Test Dream" and 
rhapsodizes about "the prerequisites to lead young men onto the field of sport." 
ANSWER: football coaches 
 



32. Upon realizing what has happened to this object, its owner shouts "Fucking whore! May she burn 
alive!" The resolution of a conflict caused by concealing this object leads to an emotional woman 
realizing that "the brother concept" is missing from a (*) Christian song. A temporary replacement for 
this $20,000 item is unable to be used due to weight loss. The original version of this object was 
manufactured when its owner was nine years old following treatment for osteosarcoma. This object, 
which contains vertical shock technology, was stolen and hidden in a bus station locker along with a 
calfskin boot as part of an inheritance dispute regarding old LPs. For 10 points, name this object used to 
enable mobility for the Kazakhstani owner of a nursing agency. 
ANSWER: Svetlana's artificial leg 
 
33. A medical condition suffered by this character, who is "on a cortisone," is mockingly compared to 
"the bubonic fucking plague" after becoming a reason for a cancelled vacation. This character's 
offscreen struggle with psoriasis is also referenced in "Whitecaps" when Tony thinks that an 
unspecified joke he made about her condition was repeated. This character says "I'm not even gonna 
answer this time" when asked if she wants Dole (*) pears, after revealing that canned pears are the 
secret to her pound cake. At Livia's wake, this character is denounced by her husband as "the minister of 
propaganda." This character bears many similarities to Karen's mother in Goodfellas, who was also 
played by lauded acting teacher Suzanne Shepherd. For 10 points, name this domineering wife of Hugh 
and mother of Carmela. 
ANSWER: Mary DeAngelis 
 
34. A house owned by this person was portrayed by the real-life Pleasantdale Chateau. While driving 
to this unseen character's house, an extremely obnoxious character advises to "poke on the perimeter 
and tap on the gate." This man owns a home with an "auto court" and a "bo-peepish" guard house 
staffed by Ted. This man, who owns a Sota turntable and a copy of Rubber Soul in mint condition, 
collects (*) paintings of penises from Picasso's late period, three of which are displayed above a couch. 
While visiting this man's house along with Patrick, AJ compares this man's immense wealth to his 
family's boasts about "my mother's lladro, and we have a housekeeper three days a week." For 10 
points, identify this finance industry magnate who has a lot more money than the Sopranos and whose 
daughter dates AJ in season 4. 
ANSWER: Devin's dad or Mr. Pillsbury 
 
35. During the third depiction of this event on-screen, a drink is knocked over and a woman observes 
that the "worst night of my life…led me to Jesus."  The first time this event happens on screen is while 
Janice is offering turtle candies during a Patriots-Lions game on TV. After this event happens again in 
the same episode, Tony throws pieces of bread and yells that it's almost time for (*) turkey 
sandwiches. The person who suffers this event over the course of season 3 re-appears in season 6 
wearing a T-shirt advertising a Terry Schiavo vigil and often asks "have you heard the good news?" For 
10 points, name this event suffered by Janice's Christian boyfriend due to narcolepsy. 
ANSWER: Aaron Arkaway falling asleep 
 
 



36. A discussion of this thing on The Sopranos led to a man responding to a large volume of fan mail 
with "I prefer to be called Mrs." During a discussion of this thing, a man says "no offense" to Colin 
McDermott and another character alludes to "cave drawings in Africa" before Carmela says "I don't 
know about that" to a Terence Stamp acting credit and decries "this stuff is pervading our educational 
system." During the first mention of two characters from this (*) story, the camera pans first to a 
smiling Furio and then to Tony coming down the stairs. Meadow alludes to Leslie Fiedler's interpretation 
of this book, which AJ writes a report on asking "why would an officer care if a sailor was handsome or 
not?" For 10 points, Meadow's dinner party argues over the gay themes in what Herman Melville 
novella? 
ANSWER: Billy Budd 
 
37. In "The Weight," Meadow is holding one of these objects while speaking with Raheema as Tony 
walks into the dorm room with a Krispy Kreme box. These items are seen arranged in a 4x3 grid at the 
start of the garage meeting between Tony and Butchie in "Made in America." At the premiere of 
Knocked Up, a drunk Jonah Hill asked a Sopranos cast member about a noticeably large one of these 
objects and was told that the actor brought it from home. That one of these objects first appears in 
"Toodle-fucking-oo" sitting on the floor to the left of a man who states "what did you see at that table 
that made you want to (*) hide 'doctor,'" and is last shown in "The Second Coming" after its owner 
denies smirking while summarizing Samenow and Yochelson's paper on sociopaths in therapy. For 10 
points, name these objects, a large, black mesh-covered example of which is drunk from by Elliot 
Kupferberg. 
ANSWER: water bottles 
 
 


